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 1. Fill up with correct form of verbs: Where _______ the sun rise?(do)

 2. Rearrange the following sentence: sheep his herd of looks after his the shepherd.

 3. Pick the verbs in the following sentence: We are two brothers.

 4. Fill up with collective nouns: A bundle of________.

A) cotton

B) joy

C) sticks

D) paper

 5. Underline the transitive verb: He boiled water.

 6. Choose the correct noun: The ________ is ringing the bell.

A) peon

B) bell

C) peons

D) ring

 7. Choose the correct noun: _________ was a great king.

A) Ashoka

B) great

C) Luxmi

D) king

 8. Fill up with correct form of verbs: Madhu _______ a novel now.(read)

 9. Choose the correct noun: There is little_______in the jug.

A) jug

B) water

C) little

D) jugs
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 10.
verbs are

A)

action words

B)

describing words

C)

words which have no meaning 

D)

none of above 

 11. Write the nouns in the following sentence: The patient went to the doctor.

 12. Choose the noun in the following sentence: It is a red flower.

A) red

B) flower

C) it

D) flowers

 13. Choose the correct verb: He ______ called me twice this morning.

A) have

B) will

C) has

D) should

 14. Underline the noun in the sentence and write the their type: Delhi is on the bank of Yamuna.

 15. Fill up with correct form of verbs: We ________ here for three years.(live)

 16. Underline the noun in the sentence and write the their type: The building is built of bricks.
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 17. Underline the transitive verb: The cow eats grass.

 18. Fill up with correct form of verbs: The Aryans ________ in the oneness of God.(believe)

 19. Rearrange the following sentence: country the army serves the

 20. Choose the correct noun: The table is made of _________.

A) wood

B) made

C) table

D) little
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Answers

  1. does

  2. The shepherd looks after his herd of sheep.

  3. are

  4. Option C

  5. boiled

  6. Option A

  7. Option A

  8. is reading

  9. Option B

  10. Option A

  11. patient, doctor

  12. Option B

  13. Option C

  14. Delhi, Yamuna; Proper noun

  15. lived

  16. bricks, Material noun

  17. eat

  18. believed

  19. The army serves the country.

 20. Option A


